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Editor’s Comments
Gordon Cookson has found that some items are missing
from the library stock . If any member is in possession
of any of the following, please return them to Gordon as
a matter of urgency . Books: Trees & Shrubs of Britain,
Pub. Reader’s Digest. Masters of Woodturning by Jim
Christiansen. Videos: Turned Boxes, The Finial Box by
Ray Key, Turning Wood for the Love of it, by Tobias
Kaye.
If anyone else has unreturned books or videos
that Gordon has not yet spotted, please return them. The
costs of replacements would far exceed the Library
budget!
We are sorry to report that renowned Woodturners Bert
Marsh has died. MWA has sent condolences on behalf
of us all. Bert Marsh made a great contribution to
woodturning, helping to drive up standards and
popularising the craft. His influence will be missed.
Craft Shows and Exhibitions are arriving thick and fast
over the coming weeks. MWA is grateful to all those
who support these events by submitting work for
exhibition and sale. Some of the money from the
commission on sales supports the Shooting Star charity,
while the remainder helps to boost the Association funds.

Alan

Stuart King

Chairman: Tony Champion

Forthcoming events:

Secretary: Mary Morgan.

June 17th - 8th - 9th Gaddesden Crafts Show

30 Stirling Close, Windsor, Berkshire.
SL4 4PW Tel: 01753 867921
marymorgan3@sky.com

Treasurer & Membership
Secretary: Derek Pollecutt
Committee members:
Ralph Pooley Mike Mansfield
Richard Bird Eddie Morgan
Peter Phelps (web master)
Newsletter Editor: Alan Spargo
73 Park Lane, Harefield, Middx.
UB9 6BL Tel. 01895 823159
Alan@al2783hare.plus.com

July 8 - 15th Hillingdon Arts Show. Great Barn
Bury Street, Ruislip
July 14th Richard Findley demonstrates.
August 14th Workshop Evening
September 8th John Barclay demonstrates.
October 21st- 22nd -23rd Crafts at Windsor
Racecourse.
November 8th AGM
December 8th Xmas Party

Next Meeting
July 14th Richard Findley demonstrates.

May Meeting with Gary Rance
The demonstrator booked
for this evening was
unable to attend, and we
are most grateful to Gary
Rance for taking his
place. Gary is a time
served professional
turner, and one of the few
who makes his living
entirely from his craft.
As such he takes a rather
different view of turning from the average amateur,
who simply does it for enjoyment. Gary’s skills
are highly developed, so much so that he finds it
really difficult to demonstrate that most common
mishap, the ‘dig-in’ with the skew, or more rarely
with the gouge. He confessed that he often rakes
in his son Luke, who is also a good turner, to digin’ for him!
As always, he began by demonstrating the basic
cuts in spindle turning, including a ‘dig-in’ and
the reasons
for it
happening.
That over,
he produced
the subject of his main demonstration. This was
a salt shaker in the shape of a hand bell. This
interesting novelty does not
release salt when shaken in the
usual way. It has to be shaken
vertically instead! It is made in
three parts: the outer bell shaped
salt container, the internal funnel
which stops the salt from leaving
the bell at the wrong times, and
the handle. With a blank between
centres, Gary turned chucking
spigots, parted off a short piece,
and then mounted it in the chuck
to make
the
internal funnel. This was
a simple job for the
spindle gouge, followed
by drilling a small hole 2
mm dia. for the salt to
exit the bell. The outside
shape of the funnel was
turned to a suitable
diameter and length, and
then parted off into the
hole with a skew chisel to
give a clean cut. The rest of the blank was
chucked, and work begun on the bell. A recess

was made to match the diameter of the funnel,
and the waste removed from the inside the
bell. The hollow had to be a little deeper than
the nose of the funnel, so careful
measurement was needed. A hole was drilled
through what would become the top of the bell,
and to our surprise, it was threaded internally
with an engineers ‘tap’. The tap guaranteed
an accurate thread. Then the inside of the bell
was sanded and sealed before gluing the
funnel into place. Gary applied some
decorative lines to disguise the join, then
sanded and sealed the job before parting it off
into the threaded hole.
To hold the bell for turning its outside profile,
Gary turned a piece
of spare wood to a
suitable diameter,
and threaded it with a
hand chaser to fit the
already threaded bell.
The assembly was
supported by the
tailstock centre. Using a small spindle gouge
and light cuts, Gary turned the outside shape
of the bell, sanded and sealed it, and
unscrewed it from its carrier. For the handle,
Gary chose a blackwood blank. This was
mounted between centres, roughed down to a
cylinder, and marked up for its final shape
and detail. There followed a very neat
demonstration of fine spindle turning, using a
small gouge and Gary’s ‘round skew’. This
was seen
in close
up on our
big
screen.
After
sanding an polishing, the final operation was
threading with a hand chaser. This looks
deceptively simple, but Gary ‘s explanation
revealed some of the tricks of the trade
involved. With a good fit achieved, all that
remained was to part off a small amount of
waste, and the job was complete. Gary
finished off by filling the bell with salt. (It
goes in by the same hole that it comes out of!)
and duly scattered salt about the place.
Throughout all his demonstration, Gary
answered a stream of questions from the
members, and put up with a little good
humoured barracking, which he seems to
enjoy! A great evening!
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April Workshop Evening
The topic for the April workshop was ‘making a small
platter’. Prepared blanks were provided by MWA
Chairman, Tony Champion, who had made provision for
chucking on each blank in order to save time and allow
more members to “have a go”. Tony frequently gives his
time by preparing blanks, and it is encouraging to see that
many more members are now prepared to take up the tools
and make some shavings. With expert turners on hand to
both demonstrate the skills
involved, and then act a mentors
as less experienced turners “take
their turns”(Groan!) at the lathes.
MWA is very appreciative of those who support their colleagues.
The members’ competition table has, since its inception, shown a very
noticeable increase in the overall quality of the work put on display each
month. Both the design content, and in particular the finishing of the work
are now at a very high standard indeed, and all who show their work are to
congratulated. Photographs on the “Gallery “ page of the Newsletter can
give only an idea of the standards now on show. Judging the exhibits has
became distinctly more difficult!

MWA Seminar with Simon Hope
Simon Hope was in
charge of the day. He
brought with him a range
of turning tools and
gadgets which he
markets, which are
beautifully engineered,
and perform very well.
Naturally he used these
in his demonstrations
during the day. Simon is
also a maker of bagpipes,
and had brought a set of Northumbrian pipes to
show us. These were an example of very precise
turning skills, and were a pleasure to inspect.
Simon often uses materials other than wood in
his work, and he kicked off with a container
which had a lid with a leather inlay. The
container was a
showpiece for his“own
brand” turning tools.
The lid of the container
was made in two parts
to allow the leather
inlay to be applied, and
the container itself had
a rounded bottom,
which added interest by
the way in which it
found its place when
put down . One of the
most noticeable things
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about Simon’s turning was the ease with which
he could produce a flowing shape and a constant
stream of shavings as he worked. This is not
something which
can easily be
taught. It is a
product of a good
eye and constant
practice. During
the morning coffee
break, much
interest was shown
in not only the
container, but also
the bagpipes and
the display of
tools, all of which were for sale.
Simon’s second unusual piece was a bowl
within a bowl, using contrasting timbers. This
was normal bowl turning techniques, coupled
with careful measurement to ensure that the
inner bowl left a cavity
behind it when the
piece was assembled.
In fact, Simon put a £1
coin into the cavity
before gluing the inner
bowl in place, and then
donated the piece to be
raffled. An oil finish is
favoured by Simon for his demonstration pieces.

Seminar Contd.
Lunch was a generous buffet brought in by
Adrian Needham, and organised by the ladies.
What would we do without them? The same
ladies also made sure that there was enough tea
and coffee at intervals during the day.

Once cool enough, the casting was fitted into a
groove turned to match it on the neck of the
pot, and glued into place using a good quality
‘superglue’ Tailstock pressure via a wooden
pad kept the ring in place until the glue had set.
The metal insert was turned using standard
wood turning tools. Fine shavings were
produced and a good finish obtained from the
tool . The surface was then polished to a high
finish with fine abrasives and metal polish.
Simon had with him an example of Sorby’s
latest mini texturing tool. This easily produced
an attractive texture on part of the collar, and
added to its effectiveness. After that, it only
remained to part off the pot from its blank, and
reverse it to allow the bottom to be finished off
in the usual way.

After lunch Simon was
asked to comment on
and judge the the
entries for the
Graddage Trophy.
After appraising each
of the entries he
finally awarded the
Trophy to Gordon
Cookson for his fine
burr platter.
Congratulations,
Gordon!

It had been a very interesting
and successful day. We saw
ideas and techniques not
commonly seen elsewhere,
and were able to buy tools of
exceptional quality as well.
To round off the day, we
managed to persuade Simon
to actually play the beautiful
set of pipes that he had
made.

In the afternoon, Simon
showed how he
incorporates pewter into
his designs. Pewter, a
low melting point alloy
mostly of tin with other
metals added to increase
its hardness. It is a
lustrous metal, which
does nor tarnish easily,
and is supplied in small
ingots. It is also very expensive, costing some
£30 to £35 per Kilogram if bought in minimum
quantities of 25 Kilos! Plus VAT at 20% of
course! From retailers, single ingots are
predictably more expensive still. It is no surprise
than that even the shavings from turning are
collected up to be re-melted. For those who are
interested in buying some pewter, Simon Hope
should be the first port of call.

Simon’s last piece was to be a pot with a pewter
collar. Making the pot was a standard piece of
hollow vessel turning, and it was quickly
And finally:
roughed out and finished, leaving plenty of
provision for the insertion of the collar. To make
the collar, a mould was needed, and since the
pewter melts at a low temperature, the mould was
made from a piece of scrap hardwood. This was
mounted in the lathe, and a shaped groove made
in it. The pewter was melted in an old saucepan
on a small camping stove, and carefully poured
into the mould. It took a little while to cool. It
could not be rapidly cooled with water as this is
spoils the structure of the finished cast. The
collar came easily out of the mould, which was
only lightly charred, and could be used again.
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Thanks are due
not only to
Simon for a
good day, but
also to the
Committee
which
organised it all,
and the Ladies
(and Eddie) who
looked after our
needs during
the day.

gallery 1

Entries for the Graddage Trophy 2011
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